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Objective

This proposal was for the collection of disparate anisotropy datasets in order to jointly integrate

them into a 3D model of anisotropy for the southern California lithosphere, to be compared with

estimates of anisotropy from crustal stress and mantle flow models.

Our approach directly speaks to the goals of SCEC’s SDOT effort. Results will aid in constrain-

ing the 3D structure and physical state of the lithosphere in southern California, and so to better

understand tectonic forcing and vertical force transmission. An improved model of the anisotropic

fabric of the crust, lithosphere, and uppermost mantle will aid in building a 4D evolutionary model

of the lithosphere for all of California.

The structural model that we envision to build could serve several SDOT objectives. In par-

ticular, it could form the backdrop against which to evaluate shallow, crustal shear-wave splitting

as a possible constraint for validation of the Community Stress Model (CSM), as solicited in the

2014 RFP by means of “compilations of diverse stress constraints (e.g. from borehole or anisotropy

measurements)”.

Progress

Our proposal discussed the integration of disparate observations of seismic anisotropy. Given

uncertainties about the resolution, interpretation, and depth sensitivity of seismic anisotropy, and

other metrics of co-seismic or geodetic deformation, any model building should first critically

assess available data, and compare different datasets. Here, we discuss a few of these data, in

bottom up fashion.

In the context of fault mechanics, SKS splitting samples mainly the deeper parts of the shear

zone, and into the upper mantle, to perhaps ∼ 400 km depth (e.g. Long and Becker, 2010). We
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Figure 1: Comparison of shear wave splitting results for the San Andreas (a), North Anatolian

(b), and Alpine (c) faults. SKS splits are station-averaged and shown with constant length sticks,

aligned with the “fast azimuth” and colored by delay time (see color bar, yellow colors correspond-

ing to ∼ 2 s). Measurements are from an update of the database of Becker et al. (2012), see there

and updates of Wüstefeld et al. (2009) for references to original studies. Blue vectors are plate

motions from Argus et al. (2011) in top plate fixed reference frames. Oblique Mercator projections

aligned as indicated in the small inset overview maps. Blue lines are plate boundaries from Bird

(2003). 2



would therefore expect a deep expression of a transform fault as a localized mantle shear zone to

modify the SKS splitting signal from mantle-flow based alignment (e.g. Vauchez et al., 2012), and

this has been suggested to occur along the San Andreas in Northern California (Savage and Silver,

1993; Özalaybey and Savage, 1995; Savage et al., 2004), though the implications for the whole

shear zone are unclear (Becker et al., 2006; Platt and Becker, 2010). Given the newly available

constraints from SKS splitting from transform faults elsewhere, we conducted a comparative anal-

ysis of the San Andreas, North Anatolian, and Alpine fault in New Zealand, moving beyond earlier

analyses that could not rely on the expanded datasets (e.g. Biryol et al., 2010).

Figure 1 shows that among the three shear zones considered, it is only the transpressional

environment of the Alpine fault which shows a clear effect of the presumed shear zone, centered

on the plate boundary, on alignment on anisotropy. There, coherent deformation of lithosphere and

mantle have been suggested (Molnar et al., 1999), and the total offset has perhaps led to a more

mature shear zone compared to the other examples, particularly the North Anatolian fault zone.

The analysis of the SKS splitting beyond visual comparisons of station averaged “fast axes” as in

Figure 1 remains to be done.

For the San Andreas (Becker et al., 2006) and the North Anatolian fault (Faccenna et al.,

2014), formation of anisotropy under mantle flow without localized shear zones provides a very

good explanation of fault proximal anisotropy. Further, more detailed comparison with predictions

of anisotropy based on mantle flow should prove useful to understand the deeper mantle component

for these settings, and supply a good background model for deep structure along the San Andreas

in southern California. The eventual goal is to combine insights from anisotropy with those from

geodesy and geology to get a handle on the width of the major plate boundary shear zone, and so

crustal and mantle rheology (cf. Platt and Behr, 2011; Behr and Platt, 2015).

The finding that SKS splitting may indeed not be seeing a strong effect of the San Andreas

shear zone in southern California (Figure 1 and modeling by Becker et al., 2006) conflicts with a

range of other indicators that at least some faults may be expressed with a narrow shear zone in

the mantle, including receiver function, Moho offset work by Miller et al. (2014) that was also

partially supported by this grant. We will therefore renew our efforts to match deep observations

of seismic anisotropy with those from shallower layers, and with improved structural constraints

for the crust.

Stress vs. strain-rates

We have also conducted a number of comparisons between different inferences of crustal stress

and strain-rates. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the inferred stress at a mid crustal layer

inferred using a Michael (1984), or Hardebeck and Michael (2006), type inversion by Yang and

Hauksson (2013) and a straightforward Kostrov (1974) summation, newly performed by us, with

details described in Platt et al. (2008), based on the focal mechanism catalog of Yang et al. (2012),

as used by Yang and Hauksson (2013).

While stress may potentially be severely misaligned with strain-rates inferred from P axes

of focal mechanisms (McKenzie, 1969), the two estimates appear very closely aligned with no

significant deviation on southern California scales (Figure 2). However, it is interesting how parts

of the Transverse Ranges are systematically offset (stress trending more westerly than strain-rates),
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Figure 2: Left: Comparison of coseismic “stress” from Michael (1984) type inversion (green, from

Yang and Hauksson, 2013) and Kostrov summed strain-rates (yellow) based on the same focal

mechanisms (Yang et al., 2012) (compressive axes show). Right: angular difference, ∆α, between

the two axes, with sign determined as indicated in the legend, along with histogram (y axis showing

frequency percent) over all sampled regions (sub plot), with legend stating the mean ± standard

deviation of ∆α.

while the opposite offset appears quite abruptly when moving west across the southern segment of

the San Andreas fault (Figure 2).

If we compare the co-seismically imaged stress from Yang and Hauksson (2013) with crustal

surface strain-rates as seen by GPS geodesy from the model of Kreemer et al. (2014) (Figure 3),

we do see a systematic shift such that GPS strain-rates are trending ≈ 5◦ more westerly than co-

seismic deformation would indicate. The origin of this regional offset, as well as the more local

deviations between different coseismic inferences (Figure 2) remain to be fully understood. Candi-

dates are anisotropic or laterally heterogeneous rock rheology, e.g. due to fault zone structure and

different geological units, as well as the time-dependent alignment of stress and strain throughout

the seismic cycle (Becker et al., 2005; McCaffrey, 2005; Smith and Sandwell, 2006).

We conducted a number of different comparisons between co-seismic, geodetic, and seismic

anisotropy indicators of crustal deformation. One of the most striking patterns of alignment, or ab-

sence thereof, that we substantiated from our preliminary work is that for the comparison between

stress from focal mechanisms and crustal anisotropy (Figure 4). The noise-tomography, surface

wave based analysis of Lin et al. (2011) for seismic anisotropy constrains the mid to lower crustal

layers well. This implies that crack alignment, which plays a strong role for the shallowest crust

as seen by S splitting (e.g. Boness and Zoback, 2006), should here be a minor contribution, raising

the question as to the cause for the apparent local variations in alignment in Figure 4.

Given the complexities of crustal composition and the different types of fabrics formed by

crustal minerals under shear, it remains somewhat debated what sort of relationship between crustal

deformation and azimuthal anisotropy should be seen. However, empirically, there are now several

well-imaged regions world-wide where crustal anisotropy appears to align with extensional defor-
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Figure 3: Left: Comparison of stress inversion (green, from Yang and Hauksson, 2013) and crustal,

surface strain-rates from GPS geodesy (light blue) (Kreemer et al., 2014) (extensional axes show).

Else as in Figure 2.

mation. Alas, this can also be clearly seen for the central southern California case in the region of

the Big Bend of the San Andreas (Figure 4; results for geodetically inferred strain-rates or Kostrov

summations are similar but less clear). However, to the North and South of the region of align-

ment of anisotropy with inferred extensional crustal stress, there is a clear mismatch between the

two indicators. Instead, anisotropy seems more aligned with the sense of shear in the Mojave and

southern San Andreas segments (cf. Lin et al., 2011).

This may indicate that the transpressional component and West-East extrusion with shortening

in the Transverse Ranges has a widespread effect in terms of lower crustal flow, with possible

implications for crustal and mantle rheology. We intend to follow up on these observations with

further analysis and simple modeling, including through a new collaboration with Brad Hacker and

Sergei Lebedev.

As for new data and model inferences to be included beyond the studies that were already

discussed in our original proposal, project funding allowed us to initiate additional discussions

with collaborators at the SCEC annual meeting. Those included new contacts with Zhegang Peng’s

group, who are assembling a new S wave split database. Peng has submitted a proposal to support

this work to SCEC.

Additional work on mantle flow models for southern California

and the western United States

This grant also partially supported the further development of mantle flow models for the western

United States, building on the efforts of Becker et al. (2006) and Ghosh et al. (2013). Aspects of

this work were published in the project year in Becker et al. (2014) and Schmandt et al. (2014) in
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Figure 4: Left: Comparison of extensional stress axes (green, from Yang and Hauksson, 2013) and

fast axes of crustal seismic anisotropy (red) (Lin et al., 2011). Else as in Figures 2 and 3.

terms of their implications for dynamic topography and how to constrain the deeper mantle mass

flux, respectively. Implications of these models for intraplate seismicity were evaluated thanks to

SCEC grant funding for Becker and Parsons, and are reported elsewhere.
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